
End to end technology that 
helps you produce higher 
quality valuation reports faster.



Clients are demanding faster valuations reports. More valuations and greater insight in a 
fraction of the time.

Valuers want to be at the cutting edge of their profession, working for the most 
progressive firms in real estate.

Which is why leading valuers nationwide are now using valuations360. 

Quicker processes. More robust case files. Superior market data.

Innovative technology that helps keep your clients happy and attracts the best talent.

So what are you waiting for?

valuations360. Welcome to the future of valuation reporting. 

Technology and data that makes it easy to 
produce faster, more efficient and higher 
quality valuations.
From helping you produce clear and consistent terms of engagement right 
through to a higher quality valuation report that saves you time and secures you 
more business, valuations360 is with you every step of the way.

EG | valuations360 END TO END TECHNOLOGY FOR VALUATION SURVEYORS

‘We’re really excited to be working with valuations360. The benefits 
LSH are going to see in terms of time and cost saving and the ability to 
provide increased quality assurance is going to be invaluable for our 
business and for our clients going forward.’
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Simon Jones, National Head of Valuation | Lambert Smith Hampton
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Easier management of 
your instructions.
Get full visibility of job progress and improve 
workload management.

Safeguard reports with control of company 
access.

Manage portfolio valuations across different 
offices through one single interface.

Site inspections instantly 
uploaded.
Maximise time spent at site visits by uploading 
your notes, photos and floorplans to your 
reports on the move courtesy of valuations360’s 
responsive interface.

Keep on top of site inspection jobs by exporting 
all of your planned sites visits straight to your 
personal calendar.

Faster, hassle-free 
report production.
Automate repetitive tasks, write valuation reports 
faster and spend more time on adding value for 
your clients.

Insert simple guidelines for valuers to easily 
follow industry best practice.

Watch how Valuations360 auto-formats all of your 
evidence and entries to your report – so you 
don’t have to.

Trackable online peer 
reviews.
Streamline the review process and stay on top 
of crucial feedback with online commentary and 
status updates.

Instantly accessible case 
file library.
Improve risk management by instantly generating 
case files online in one simple click.

Store all of your evidence and documentation in 
one secure, accessible location.

 

Quickly produce terms 
of engagement and 
improve audit trails.
Construct standardised terms of engagement 
documents faster with secure, centrally managed 
templates. 

Track the send and the receipt of the signed 
document to and from your client.

Supercharged property 
research.
Share crucial detail with your colleagues by 
building a powerful, centralised database of 
verified comparables.

Improve your valuations insight with the more 
accurate and comprehensive real-time data of 
Radius Data Exchange.

Seamlessly paste comparable evidence direct to 
your report and instantly clip webpages.
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With valuations360Without valuations360

Quickly upload notes and photos straight into the 
online report from wherever you are in a few simple 
clicks. Valuations360 reformats your entries for you.

Instantly access more than 650,000 independently 
researched comparables and build your own private 
database of validated data to share with your team.

Streamline terms of engagements and report 
production using document automation to 
pre-populate responses, auto-format evidence and 
embed instructions for compiling the report.

Visibly improve risk management by sending and 
tracking reviews online and recording comments 
within the valuation.

Simply create an archive case file in a single click. 
Evidence will be automatically filed in a logical and 
easily accessible order.

Waste time typing up hand-written notes back at 
the office and uploading and resizing photos to fit 
the report.

Struggle to find relevant comparable evidence 
with no easy way of storing and sharing information 
with colleagues.

Manually produce occasionally inconsistent and 
incorrect reports through general administration errors.

Lose sight of the review process as emails are sent 
with no clear, trackable audit trail.

Spend hours collecting, filing and printing case files 
and even more time accessing historic jobs.

Manage portfolio valuations across different offices 
through one single interface, improve workload 
management and keep total control.

Juggle portfolio valuation reports across separate 
team and file locations and have no sight of 
combined job progress.

Valuations360 is built by EG, the trusted source of real state intelligence.

Cutting-edge workflow technology combined with superior, real-time data.

Designed in consultation with valuation surveyors, valuations360 will improve 
the efficiency of your valuations and help you to deliver more for your clients.

Call us now on 0207 911 1797 
or book a demo now

Are you ready to start adding 
more value in less time?
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